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£$m%Sr -jfe,
9*
t o o  p r o b le m  o f  t o t e  s t u d y  w a s  ( a )  'to . s e le c t  th o s e
ware
m o s t n e a r l y  r e la t e d  t o  s u c c e s s  I n
•*
which wore most nearly -reletod to 
eese*
sue**
t h e  i n t e n t  o f  t h e  a n t h e r  t o  f i n d  a  s e t  o f  f a c t o r s  w h ic h  
p o in t e d  t o  s u c c e s s  t o
w e re
were eo iiee ied* 
t o e  p u r p o s e  o f  
a n y ,  i n  t o e  m a s s
A v e ra g e s  t o  p r o f e s s io n a l  c o u rs e ® , r e s u l t s  o n  t o e
f e e t  & t  T e a c h in g  A b i l i t y *  a n d  re * *
s u i t s  i n  s u p e r v is e d  t e a c h in g  w e re  a s s e m b le d *  T h e s e  a v e r ­
a g e s  w e re  u s e d  f o r  c o r r e l a t i o n  p u rp o s e #  a lo n g  w i t h  t o #  
a v e r a g e s  i n  t o e  a c a d e m ic  c o u r s e s  m e n t io n e d  t o  t o e  fo r e s ­
e e in g  p a r a g r a p h *
A  f i n a l  s o u r c e  o f  d a t a  c a m *  t h r o u g h  t o e  q u e s t io n ­
n a i r e  r e s u l t s  r e c e iv e d  f r o m  t o e  s u p e r in t e n d e n ts  u n d e r
*hee* d irectio n  the student* were Barring as tsacfaera a t  
the tim e the stagy t u  made. vj.
m m m - m m r n
Daring tba past tarn yaars studies have %e*n made ta  
the hope e f dioecverine the fec te re  re q u is ite  to  teaching 
success* '
*»®BS these -mm a study ly  B a llie tte *, <*} He found 
th a t poor teaebing -among beginners soy be a ttrib u te d  to  
••▼ oral causes# the more s ig n ific a n t o f which are*
(a ) hack of a- knowledge of d is c ip lin a ry  measures!
{0} In a b ility  to  execute s a tis fac to ry  d is c ip lin a ry  
measures!
(« ) lack  o f provision fo r  in d iv id u al d ifferences!
(d ) leek  of a thorough grounding in  subject m atter|
( • }  Overestimation of a b ility  of high school p u p il*
2>yoa {3} points to  the c o n flic tin g  c r ite r ia  already  
set op la  d iffe re n t seetl one o f the country and declare* 
th at no adequate measures have thus fa r  been devised 
whereby we can s a y  w ith  c e rta in ty  Q uit the possession o f 
th is  fa c u lty  or the lack o f th a t q u a ilty ia  an index to  
teaching success* Be admits th at there I *  a ray of hep* 
so f a r  as scholarship and professional Knowledge arc eea*
V
experienced High School Teachers*.  IC esier** Thesis* 
U niversity  of Oieconein* 1927*
2* lyes* V.S*» -A Study # f C ertain Measures o f teaching  
A b ility -^  Poetor*s Thesis* U n ivereity  o f Mtesonsla# 
1932.
u .
mmmm mm the mmt preOiotiy# index to suc­
cess m& a teacher* schol^stio ability* whiXa 1% waa a 
f a c t o r  e f  m m r n ^ r n & m m  not e $ $ e & ?  t #  h e  q u i t e  
ec Important in Johnson's £Eniings me' n^eXmrship in 
t h e  p r a f e a e i e n a i  e o g r e s s #  C e n t r e x y  t o  p e p u im r  e p i n i m *  
superior Intelligence is not e tenter of gpsat import^ 
ence*
wM*
2* JflJxBson* H.C.» V«ltt« of Cortaln a*»«ure* for feach~ 
lag Sacceos"* Stas ter’* Tbeaio* 0ElT«rsity of Mmm* 
sot*. 1933* '
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mm %
(1) found t&at a u o M M  in aup«rTised
g u r e d i c t l r s  o f  s u c c e s s  
ONKPCf.
reason to
be a cauee
an
In the
##aees
ions 
success In
0 m m  m m  factors ppeiiatt^e
suee*s*#
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H i e  s t m i e e t #  e t o e #  r e e e r i s  w e r e  s t o 4 i e a  w e r e  J u n i o r s
to toe f i m l s  ef toese etudest* *$&*& wereaieet e&e&e&jr 
r e l a t e d *  I p  a p p 3 P # a to lp g  t o t *  p r^ t> X e » *  e e r r e X a t t o i i s  w e r e  
maae totween resu lte  to  maj or subjects en<t •resu lt# to4
m in o r *ut>J«ete« I b r i m  w i f i l s S i m  were mm4 m. totween 
results to euperwiseKi tewehiag -end results to. courses to 
Educe tion* to fact essr result® which o&ald to ohietoeii 
to o * the «tadmte* record* w hile they were etoergreduetoo 
were utilised.
m i n  fcoto the rm m w 4 m student toe re*
15.
12. professional qualities us rewueied through quest!on-
naive
13*Besults of teaching its revealed through question- 
naive#
Averages in the major mod in the minor subjects were 
collected for the two-year period as well mm for the four* 
ye*4ir«rlo&» lit reader will aote ihat this detailed pro­
cedure insured -sufficient, aimlrdie' of the record* A eon- 
soli dated average for- hath the major -and the minor for 
the fimr-yeay period waselso used*
The Coxe-Orleans test, acopy of which may he found 
In the append!rnm sms given to the students by the Educat- 
lon Bepartment of the College at the beginning of their 
Junior year for the purpose of predicting the student*# 
aptitude for professional study*
Supervised teaching is a six-hour course taken by 
the student under the supervision of the Education De­
partment d^uring the senior year* The course in principles 
of Education is taken during the Junior year largely for 
orientation* Methods in Education* usually studied during 
the Junior year# Is a course having to do with methods 
employed in teaching the subject which the student has 
elected for his major or minor field of concentration*
The average of all the courses in Education except 
supervised teaching was used in order that supervised 
teaching may be compared with the results in the theory 
course© In Education*
16*
W &titm  t o r e  t h i r t e e n  t r a i t #  l i s t e d  u n d e r  P e r s o n a l  
« i t  t & e  ^ K W t t M M & S t o  » « » i  t H #  
to n to * 'Si### to re *
1* Sidietoatoto to subject »*ttor
3 #  & r e f e e e i  o u a l  g r w t h  a n d  i n t e r e s t  
4* C aff e£ f M
§ *  A t t e n t i o n  t o  i n d i v i d u a l  n e e d #  « £  c h i l d r e n  
€# Accuracy to preeenting details 
7 »  u n d e r s t a n d in g  eiT c h i l d  n a t u r e
A master sheet* provided with columns* m e  used for 
rcccrdlng the averages ©f the students* grades In the ace* 
deni# and in the Education ©nurses* the college transcript* 
a  copy ©f which w ill  to  found in  the appendix* was consult* 
#d for toe purpose ©f averaging toe student* m laarks In
oarlcs received on the courses totaling the thirty hours 
were assembled and averaged* m m average being recorded
for the first two years and one for all four years* tee 
same process was used far tee minor subjects*
Grades in supervised teaching* grades m  methods 
courses# and on principles courses# and grades on, tee 
theory courses combined were recorded on tee master sheet 
in a like manner*
tee College uses tee numerical system of grading*
A grade of is retired for passing* m  d a grade of 
Bayf or better is required for quality credit* Fifty per- 
cent of tee grades must be of quality rank in order for 
tee student to be eligible for hi© degree* A total of 
one himdred twenty-four hours is required for graduation*
a copy of which will be found in tee appendix* is pro- 
v ided with space for weighted scores* tees# weighted scows 
were recorded on the sms ter sheet in tea manner used for 
recording tee averages in tee academic and professional 
courses* tee range of these scores extended from 1*000 
to 4*000. When these scores were used in correlations*
19 •
20*
Hits si* m t uses the f ormula# v = [ C + F ' - ( r ) ~ y  H J N x
J >YCc- h^ n)(f - j ^ wj
known to students of statistics as the p r o duei~mement
method*
the abbreviations used in fable I m m  given here with 
the terms for which they stand*
Av*Sup*Tea* * Average Supervised teaching 
Prirulgd* ^ principles in Bdue&ti on
- Average Major 'and Minor courses 
Coxe~0rl* ** Core-Orleans Prognosis test of teach*
2 term ** Second semester 
4 yr* * All four years combined 
2 yr* - First two years
Pro*Qual# <* questionnaire, Bart III* (Professional 
quail ties) * Motet, lumbers refer to 
items under the main division* Com­
plete list may be found in the ay- 
peodix*
Bes*Tea* «■ ques tionnalre* Bart If* (Results of
P e w q t i u l * * ,  ^ t e B t l # n ^ l r e »  - B a r t  1 1 *  ( P e r s o n a l  
qualities)
A w  All Bd* * Average in all B ducat tern courses 
except supervised Teaching
fht&e f* which follows# gives the correlation re» 
suits# beginning with the highest coefficients and going 
to the lowest* *
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Results of All Single Correlations
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It at 11 .IMF noted that nine coefficients included in 
Table I  carry a negative rslae* According t o  B a r r e t t  ( 1 )  
*s large degree of m m  ability may lie associated with 
a small degree of another* or rice Terse**
i* *. ^ siaii ail cd TK"
to  sli our too s ig n if ic a n t  trends which t o w  come to  too
surface as the study to o  progressed* Table iff g iv e s  too
academic and Educati on courses*
f \  £-<^ e.M.i.c.
£  j u. c. 4  f io  * (oik rics
N o .
Cams. r. Y  PE. <T y M x r M y .
'Fy/n.- in TT^ tcc-- */o £> ".*7 . £?3^3 4 3 B 3 : 7 0 U i f B s n .
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/^/it • /?t* V  ! V 0 3 * 3 3,*4c> £/-. /O S£-W - S S * o
/^ <li'. rjv- *4- VrS. £ • 0*4 o$ J4.*o 3 .* 6 iS -3 ! B b i ! .
M It- /?/. /_$/ _zf.f -y-// ' 0t/-3$ //. g s m
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t o  exsm ination o f Tab!e I f  revea ls  that too  coef*  
f i e l e c t s  of c o r r e la t i on are low between supervised teach­
in g  and to e  academic and Education courses* While to e  co~ 
e f f ic i e n t s  are not large* they are d ou b tless a l i t t l e  
b e tte r  than a guess* to e  in feren ce  may be drawn* there*  
fore* to a t a superior c o lle g e  record i s  an advantage to  
the student in  supervised teaching#
noais ®£ Teaching Ability# ffce eoeffieient of c©*w
reMt !® n  I n  this mmmm wm& *0 ? & * Hit# wfcreatfely lot swap**
relati on indicates* of e©t*rss> feat no ?e£ati osship osfclsts
#othg a step £t. might he ietereetieg to
list- the results of the- supervised teaching ireeord- with
h h. 3 /V-«- 
'~f'*2. *k_5
fV o .
Q s e s
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In reading Table III, reference should fee made to 
the items is the Questionnaire which may fee found is the
25.
tritnitod to several causes* the snore Important of wiUch
■SESS
point
m m * seven*
3* s t i l l  another fa c to r  I U i  in  the f e e t  that the  
»upe rinten&eBt could hardly be expected to loses 
the iw ff fk  m f each #f h l »  teachers »© well that he 
could report upon it accurately upon the vide 
seel# of item® called for In the <jues£Ionsslre*
4*  S t is  doubtless tru e* a lso* th a t adm inistrators  
mrm mo frequently  called  0900 fo r report© an d . 
questioaaai ran th a t bare no p a rtic u la r bearing  
upon the e ffic ie n c y  of th e ir  school systems* 
th a t they f a l l  in to  the h a b it o f checking ouch 
reports sad Questionnaires la  a perfunctory  
manner#
T & M ®  W  l i s t #  the of m m m m tm &tm
t& tm m  Hi# i t i i l l f  # t  Hx* &mx0**Q*%eunm %mm% mmI tlx# 
wm m l i t #  of the item* on the queeMcmimtre*
H U K 3  IV
Correlation between Trnmt
and QuieetiomiaiTe I t  case
Q<A.e.£ T/’o K , 
_Z i~e~yv<-Z>
fVo.
Css*-*
( D r )e -Q K S  ~ T ^S - ~f~
Y Y -p g r “ x A - J M x M y
'Vy o - (Qu-aA - v j r * 3 ? o /V O S
( A D )
/
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'P /°  <P*~a ^ *y, 3 , G> £ -$ ./tfv ' . e q 0 <t 3* 9 0 t / . S 3
'? '* ■  ( A H ) ■ e s q i /A. 00 ‘T . f o
J P y * . O u-df. /o , 3"«5T Z 2 $ o & 1 3 'VQrlO /A
In reading th is  ta%X# v « f« m w  should he »&d# to 
the gpmrtftmnftm afcich may h# found in the appaadix#
An examination of TafcXc If' ahowe w i y  XittX# cm* 
relation present t t t v m  Hi# €ox#~0rXcans t#*t it### and 
the result# from the actual teaching experience mm ex* 
pressed through Hie queeii onnalre* Ihe weateeeee# al** 
ready referred te In Hie quesiieensl re method a# used in
2?*
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In m i l ^  M k  IT reference. should be tasd# to the 
list of item# tooluded to the questionnaire which appear#
She student to Education* to examining Table Y * tut* 
th# rigfct to wonder Just ifemt are the underlying causes 
leading -te such low correlations as exist between the 
academic courses and the performance of the students me 
teacher©* Hie weaknesses of the questionnaire method mm 
heretofore explained doubtless account for part of this 
shewing* Hi# fact* also# that a relatively small number 
of eases was used in the correlation# may he a cause 
contributing to the low correlation results*
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tee reader w i l t : »ott that In tie m m  did the 
wltte 9 t  the multiple eorrel&ii on* expressed as B*# 
exeeed the highest Talus ef tee single eorrelatien
r e s u l t s ,  e x p r e s s e d  mm r *  H e  i n d i r e c t  p t t e c t *  t e e r e f e r e *
CHAPTER IV
tm m m m s  and cohcxbsxqhs
tee coefficients of eorrelati on di scovered hy this 
study are* as & teele* w r y  low# While there is suns de­
gree of relationship hetween the academic and Edueation 
courses in college when these wars correlated with the 
supervised teaching results* all other phases of the 
study have shown very slight* if any# degree of relation* 
ship# teen the Coxe*Orleans test results were correlated 
with tee results in the academic and Education courses* 
very low correlations were revealed# likewise* teen tee 
results in the academic and Education courses were cor* 
related with the results of the qu estionnalres* practical* 
ly no relationship mas shown to exist#
It will* however* he interesting to indicate such 
evidences of relationship as exist and list further tee 
phase© of the study showing no relationship*
Ptyst* It may he inferred teat proficiency in the 
academic courses points to proficiency in supervised 
teaching# There seems to he a trend in this direction* 
even though there are no high correlations* pointing to 
such a conclusion*
Second* proficiency In Education courses points
IBS Ability Is hardly hotter than a guess in predicting 
success either in the Education courses or In teaching* 
ms evidenced by a coefficient of correlation of *29*
Finally* the results obtained throng the quests 
ionnaire were too low to he o f any significance#
Firsts coefficients of correlation ms discovered 
in telm study are generally low# They are practically 
Valueless for predictive purposes*
Second* further studies of this type should in­
clude data concerning the students1 personality! in-
s m m m Y
First, the study had for its purpose the selection 
o f those factors in the student* & academic courses which 
were most nearly related to success in the Fducati on 
courses* and the determining* if possible# those factors 
In the college experience most nearly related to actual 
teaching success*
Second* similar studies hare been undertaken dur­
ing the past few years by many students* prominent among 
shun wares Ball!site* by on, Jones, Johnson* and Ullman*
Third, the data were secured from two main sources, 
namely* record in college which included academic courses, 
Education courses, and results on the Coxe-Orleans Prog­
nosis fest of fetching Ability* and record as a 'teacher 
which included data secured from %nestioi*naires sent to 
superintendents* the questionnaire was divided into 
three main divisions* personal quail ties, professional 
f* and results of
Fourth, coefficients of correlation ranged from 
*002 to *47, obviously very low results*
Fifth, proficiency in academic courses and in 
Education courses pointed to proficiency in supervised 
teaching*
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1 an asking a etudy o f •  group of graduates o f 
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ed w h ile  the candidate fo r  a  teaching c e rtific a te  la  
as undergraduate*
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ployed in ' yodr system or has been so employed, is  a 
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pleted*
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Num Square N
11 121 £
12 144 £
13 169 £
14 196 £
15 225 £
16 256 £
17 289 £
18 324 £
19 361 £
20 400 £
21 441 £
2’2 484 c
23 529 £
24 576 £
25 625 £
26 676 fl
27 729 9
28 784 9
29 841 9
30 900 10
31 961 10
32 1024 10
33 1089 10
34 1156 10
35 1225 10
36 1296 10
37 1369 10
38 1444 10
39 1521 10
40 1600 11
41 1681 11
42 1764 11
43 1849 11
44 1936 11
45 2025 11
46 2116 11
47 2209 11
48 2304 11
49 2401 11
50 2500 12
51 2601 12
52 2704 12
53 2809 12
54 2916 12
55 3025 12
56 3136 12<
57 3249 12'
58 3364 12:
59 3481 12:
60 3600 13(
61 3721 13
62 3844 13!
63 3969 13!
64 4096 13*
65 4225 13:
66 4356 13t
67 4489 13r
68 4624 13!
69 4761 13!
70 4900 14 (
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PROGNOSIS TEST OF TEACHING ABILITY
By W a r r e n  W. C o x e ,  Ph.D.
Director, Educational Research Division 
New York State Education Department
and J a c o b  S. O r l e a n s , Ph.D.
Formerly Research Associate, Educational Measurements Bureau 
New York State Education Department
This test was constructed with the assistance of E. Y. Beebe, H. Cooper, 
J. K. Flanders, H. J. Steele, and D. H. Stevenson.
TEST: FORM A
Do not open this booklet, or turn it over, until you are told to do so. Fill these 
blanks, giving your name, age, etc. Write plainly.
N am e...............................................................................  Age. . .
(First name, initial, and last name)
Normal school.........................................................  D a te . . .  .. . 19. . .
High school........................................ High school course...........................
School, City
G e n e r a l  D i r e c t i o n s . The test consists of five parts and requires about three 
hours of working time. Each part has several sections. The directions for each 
section are given at the beginning of the section. When you are told to  begin, 
read the directions carefully and proceed at once to answer the questions. When 
the time for Part I  is up, you will be told to stop tha t part and begin Part II. 
Later you will be told to stop P art I I  and begin Part III . Begin each part as 
soon as you are told to. If you finish a part before the time for it is up, go right 
on to the next part.
A sk  no questions after the test has begun.
Do not turn the page yet.
the S c o re r:  
The two columns 
under S c o r e  and 
the three columns 
under W e i g h t e d  
S c o b e  are to help 
you keep the hun­
dreds, tens, and 
units figures in col­
umns.
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1930 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain
A U  rights reserved, c o p t t a  : a -  3
P R I N T E D  I N  U . S . A .
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free  for use, is a violation of the copyright law.
P a r t W e ig h t S c o r e W e ig h t e d  S c o r e
I 20
II 10
III 12
IV 1
V 10
Total
Rating
Classification
Prognosis: Teaching Ability
PART I. GENERAL INFORMATION  {Score, Part I)
D irec tions . In the parentheses after each question write one word or name 
th a t answers it.
1. Who invented the cotton gin ? ...................................................................................)
2. Who invented the phonograph ?  ( * )
3. W hat is the general direction-in which migratory birds travel
in the spring ? .................................................................................. ( )
4. W hat is the name of the manufacturer who makes kodaks ? ( )
5. W hat is the number of United States Senators to which each
state is entitled ? .........................................................................   ( )
6. What was Caruso noted for ?. . . . . . ( )
7. From what is linen made ? ........................................................... ( )
8. In which country did the Boxer Uprising take place ?........... ( )
9. Where is the Argonne Forest ?   ( )
10. In which one of Shakespeare’s plays d|>es M ark Antony
appear ? ............................................................................................ ( )
11. Who is the only man who has been President of the United
States and Chief Justice of the Supreme C ourt? . . .   ( )
12. W hat poet was born in Stratford-on-Avon ? .............................( )
13. At what age may a citizen become President- of the United
States ? .............................................................................................. ( )
14. Who wrote Paradise Lost ? ...........................................................( )
15. W hat are the organizations called which make up the Ameri­
can Federation of Labor ? ............................................................ ( )
16. W hat is the thermometer called which indicates the freezing
point of water as 32 degrees ?   ( )
17. W hat natural law did Sir Isaac Newton discover ? .................( )
18. In  what city does the League of Nations hold its regular
meetings ? ......................................................................................... ( )
19. W hat is the name of the lofty tower in Paris ?   . . ( )
20. Where was the first capital of the United States ? .................. ( )
21. W hat system of thought did Karl Marx advocate?. . . ( )
22. Who invented the first stove?....................... ,  ( )
23. In what department of the Federal government is the Bureau
of Education? .................................................................................. ( ):
24. Who wrote The Psalm of Life ? ................................................... ( ):
25. Who was the scientist who made important discoveries on
the diseases of wines and of silkworms?.....................................( )!
Number right..................(Score)
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D i r e c t i o n s . In the parentheses after each of the following statements write 
the letter T if the statement is true, or the letter N if the statement is not true.
26. Pasteurized milk is obtained from cows that are turned out to pasture ( ) 26
27. The capital of the United States has always been W ashington................. ( ) 27
28. The M an Without a Country was written by Edward Everett H ale  ( ) 28
29. Vitamins are a particularly dangerous type of bacteria ........................... ( ) 29
30. Horace Mann was a lawyer in Massachusetts who became an educational 
reformer............................................................................................................... ( ) 30
31. The President of the United States is elected by the direct vote of the 
p e o p le ..................................................................................................................( ) 31
32. Absolute zero is the freezing point of w a te r ............................................... ( ) 32
33. Shoes with high heels are directly conducive to faulty p o s tu re ............. ( ) 33
34. Electrical energy can be transmitted up hill as easily as down, regard­
less of the law of gravitation ......................................................................... ( ) 34
35. Edward L. Thorndike is well known for his work in educational 
psychology.......................................................................................................... ( ) 35
36. W ater enters the roots of plants $y  g rav ita tion ............................... . . . ( ) 36
37. Mendel is chiefly noted for his studies of h e red ity ........................................ ( ) 37
38. The philosophy of John Dewey has had very little effect on current edu­
cational p rac tice ................................................................................................( ) 38
39. Common window glass filters out a large part of the most beneficial
rays of sun ligh t..................................................................................................( ) 39
40. The diameter of the earth is about 25,000 m iles ........................................( ) 40
Number right minus Number wrong................ (Score)
D i r e c t i o n s . For each of the following statements find the one answer that 
makes the statement correct. Write the number of this answer in the paren­
theses after the statement, as shown in the sample.
S a m p l e . Babe R uth is known as a —
1 tennis player 2 actor 3 baseball player 4 artist. . .  ( 3 )
41. The name of Robert Fulton’s steamboat was the —
1 Santa Maria 2 Lusitania 3 Maine 4 Clermont ( ) 41
42. Sovietism refers to  a system of government that originated in —
1 Africa 2 Russia 3 China 4 England ( ) 42
43. Of the following four cars the lowest-priced one is the —
1 Oakland 2 Cadillac 3 Pierce-Arrow 4 Packard. . .  ( ) 43
44. A budget is —
1 an agricultural implement 2 a household utensil 3 a scheme
for apportioning money 4 a list of salaries for teachers ( ) 44
45. Serfdom —
1 was a town in Germany 2 was an ancient form of slavery
3 was a tenet of the Christian church 4 refers to the appearance
of the sea waves on the beach ( ) 45
•[ 3 ]
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46. The Magna Charta is —
1 a historic English document 2 the name of a French monk
3 a province in Italy 4 a religious document written in Latin ..........(
47. A famous governor of New York was —
1 Peter Stuyvesant 2 W alter Raleigh 3 William Penn
4 Roger W illiams........................................................................................... (
48. Halitosis —
1 is the name of a Greek statesman 2 is the name of a new drink
3 denotes a bodily condition 4 is the name of a Greek philosopher.. (
49. Plato was —
1 a Greek philosopher 2 a  warrior of renown 3 an Egyptian
4 a Greek a th le te ........................................................................................... (
50. A firm engaged in the manufacture of electrical goods is —
1 Sherwin-Williams 2 Durant 3 Baldwin 4 Westinghouse . . ( '
51. Burroughs is the name of —
1 a radio '2 a motorcycle 3 a brand of lumber 4 an adding 
machine..............................................................................................................( )
52. Samuel Gompers was —
1 a labor leader 2 a Christian evangelist 3 a capitalist
4 an English poet ( '
53. Mussolini is an Italian —
1 king 2 premier 3 poet 4 actor.................................................... ( ^
54. Among the trans-Atlantic fliers, the one to have had Arctic exploration 
experience was —
1 Chamberlin 2 Lindbergh 3 Byrd 4 Acosta. . . . .  (
55. The term “ reparations ” refers to  —
1 emigration 2 patent rights 3 tariff 4 war paym ents...............( )
56. A character in Les Miserables is —
1 Jean Valjean 2 M artin Chuzzlewit 3 Oliver Twist 4 Peter 
Grimm  ( ]
57. The most common form of business organization today is the —
1 partnership 2 trust 3 individual 4 corporation........................ ( )
58. The House of the Seven Gables was written by —
1 Dickens 2 Hawthorne 3 Poe 4 Cooper..................................... (
59. The type of construction most frequently used at the present time in the
building of state roads is —
1 asphalt 2 macadam 3 gravel 4 concrete..................................(
60. Which of the following railroad systems has a train named the “ Twen­
tieth Century Limited ” ?
1 Pennsylvania 2 Lehigh 3 Nickel Plate 4 New York Central (
61. Florence Nightingale was —
1 an English singer 2 a trained nurse 3 a poet 4 an American 
actress............................................................................................................... (
62. A violinist of outstanding ability is —
1 Kreisler 2 Paderewski 3 Beethoven 4 McCormack..............(
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63. A  Tale of Two Cities tells of the —
1 French Revolution 2 American Revolution 3 Civil'War 
4 Dark Ages    ( ) 63
64. Mauna Loa is a —
1 famous painting 2 romantic novel 3 Spanish princess
4 volcano in Haw aii  ( ) 64
65. The first transcontinental railroad was the — v
1 Southern Pacific 2 Union Pacific 3 Great Northern
4 Santa F e ......................................................................................................... ( ) 65
66. Bimetallism refers to —
1 the use of paper money 2 a method of teaching arithmetic
3 the use of both gold and silver as money 4 the system of
government in F inland.................................................................................... ( ) 66
67. Deuteronomy is the name of —
1 an ancient city 2 a book on philosophy 3 a Biblical character
4 a book of the Bible  ( ) 67
68. Walter Scott was —
1 an English novelist 2 a famous soldier 3 a Scotch poet and 
novelist 4 a captain of industry................................................................( ) 68
69. Architecture characterized by the pointed arch is —
1 Doric 2 Gothic 3 Roman 4 Corinthian. . .  . .. ( ) 69
70. Fascism seems to be effective in —
1 Germany 2 Italy 3 France 4 R ussia. . .  . . . ( ) 70
71. A “ lame duck ” congressman is —
1 one from Louisiana 2 one who limps 3 one serving after his 
successor is elected 4 one appointed instead of elected    ( ) 71
72. The Erie Canal was completed in —
1 1800 2 1815 3 1825 4 1835....................................................... ( ) 72
73. A name commonly connected with juvenile court work is that of —
1 Ben Lindsey 2 Roosevelt 3 William Daniels 4 Henry Ford . ( ) 73
74. The commander in chief of the Allied Forces during the World War was —
1 Haig 2 Pershing 3 Foch 4 P e ta in ...............................................( ) 74
75. The sale of cigarettes was legalized in 1927 after twenty years of prohibited 
sale in —
1 Kansas 2 Oklahoma 3 Maine 4 W ashington............................( ) 75
76. The study of bird life is called —
1 biology 2 zoology 3 ornithology 4 entomology. . . .. ( ) 76
77. The United States has a population of about —
1 seventy-five millions 2 one hundred millions 3 one hundred 
fifteen millions 4 one hundred twenty-five millions............................ ( ) 77
78. The Kohinoor was —
1 the sacred book of the Mohammedans 2 a famous diamond
3 an Egyptian statesman 4 a mummy...................................................( ) 78
Number right Score
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PART II. PROFESSIONAL INTEREST  (Score, Part II,
D irec tions. In the parentheses after each of the following statements write 
the letter T if the statement is true, or the letter N if the statement is not true
1. Pupils should be taught how to study ...............................................  • ( )
2. A school year consists of at least 190 teaching days...................................( )
3. The chief aim of every lesson is the acquiring of fac ts .............................. ( )
4. Correct language usage should be insisted on in all written work ( )
5. The assignment of the new lesson should include suggestions for studying 
it effectively......................................................................................................... (
6. Pupils should often choose topics to be looked up and discussed............ (
7. Every lesson should provide for drill and review........................................ (
8. An orderly schoolroom aids good discipline..................................................(
9. Pupils should be taught to direct their own activities................................(
10. Fresh air does not influence the effectiveness of classroom work. . . . . . . (
11. Pupils should have regular hours for study .................................................. (
12. The teacher who is impatient gets the best work out of dull pupils (
13. The teacher who understands the particular ability of her pupils teaches 
more effectively than the teacher who makes the best lesson plans. . . . (
14. I t  is well to present many points of view in a class discussion................. (
15. A teacher should enter into the social life of the community................... (
16. I t  is more important for the pupil to become well informed than to learn 
how to th in k ...........................................T........................................................... (
17. I t  is more valuable for the teacher to know how to find a pupil’s diffi­
culties with a certain subject than to know the subject m atter perfectly (
18. Teachers should plan for the development of habits and attitudes as , 
definitely as for information..............................................................................(
19. Most pupils see through a teacher’s attem pt to  bluff when she does not
know her subject .......................................................................................(
/
20. The teacher’s posture and carriage have no effect on her pupils..............(
21. The best texts need further explanation through class discussion............(
22. A sense of humor is out of place in the schoolroom.................................... (
23. The pupils’ power of concentration is uninfluenced by the temperature 
of the room ...........................................................................................................(
24. Absolute justice in a teacher appeals to children more than her education
does..............................................................................................  (
\
25. Pupils learn better under a teacher who dresses neatly . . . . . (
26. All pupils should have an equal amount of drill.......................................... (
27. Absolute accuracy in all arithmetic computation should be required.. .  . (
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28. Pupils should have some responsibility for classroom procedure............. ( ) 28
29. A teacher should let her class know that she has a sense of hum or ( ) 29
30. A teacher is justified in assigning more written work than she can correct 
carefully.........................................................................  ( ) 30
31. Pupils should know the object of every lesson assignment........................ ( ) 31
32. Absolute accuracy in drill is a waste of tim e................................................ ( ) 32
33. A teacher needs to plan for only one day’s lesson at a tim e....................... ( ) 33
34. A question that implies the answer is a good question  '.................. ( ) 34
35. The teacher should always lead the class discussions..................................( ) 35
36. The lesson assignment should suggest the aim of the lesson......................( ) 36
37. A good lesson relates to what has preceded and to what is to follow.. . .  ( ) 37
38. A good primary teacher should receive as much salary as a good eighth-
grade teacher of the same training and experience...................................... ( ) 38
39. I t  is proper for the teacher to assign work for the sole purpose of keeping 
children busy ....................................................................................................... ( ) 39
40. A teacher loses her influence over her pupils by becoming well acquainted
with them    . . . ( ) 40
41. Bright children are always best in athletics.......................................  ( ) 41
42. I t  is unwise to permit pupils ever to criticize the teacher’s opinion. . . . ( ) 42
43. Lack of interest on the part of pupils may mean failure on the part of
the teacher to  reach them ................................................................................. ( ) 43
44. Slight infractions of class rules should always be punished ..................... ( ) 44
45. A lesson assignment should be general, not specific.....................................( ) 45
46. The windows in a classroom should be on the left of the pupils............... ( ) 46
47. The aim of spelling is to make no mistakes with common words............. ( ) 47
48. A teacher should never be sarcastic................................................................ ( ) 48
49. Rapid silent reading should be tau g h t........................................  ( ) 49
50. Children tend to adopt the tone of voice frequently used by the teacher ( ) 50
51. The teacher should post rules for classroom management..........................( ) 51
52. The teacher and the pupils should plan the group work together............ ( ) 52
53. All subject m atter in the lesson is of equal value.........................................( ) 53
54. Children do not need to know the goal of the lesson...................................( ) 54
55. Promotion should be determined by examination, not by class work. . . . ( ) 55
56. A teacher should become acquainted with the homes of all her pupils ( ) 56
57. Essays on unfamiliar subjects give better training in written expression
than those on familiar subjects........................................................................(, ) 57
58. I t  is better to have electric-light fixtures high than low ............................. ( ) 58
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69. Reading is more important than arithmetic in Grades 1, 2, and 3 ........... (
60. Assignments should be determined by the needs of each pupil.. . . (
61. Dull children are never leaders in any school activ ity ................................(
62. The most important duty of an athletic director is to  train  teams for 
interschool games................................................................................................(
63. The basis of good discipline is extreme sternness at the beginning of the 
te rm ....................................................   (
64. The class should be divided into groups on the basis of ability... (
65. I t is a good plan to show temper in class once in a while.............. (
66. Classroom activities should commonly resemble life outside of school. . (
67. A good teacher influences pupils more by what she says than by what
she is ..................................................................................................................... (
68. The teacher’s planning of a lesson has a direct relation to discipline. . . . (
69. The health of the child is a responsibility of the school................. (
70. Different ability groups should have different assignments....................... (
71. Work is most interesting when very difficult................................................(
72. For the teacher to be ultra-stylish is to detract from the finest classroom 
spirit...................................................................................................................... (
73. I t  is frequently more desirable to assign work for several days in advance 
than for one day at a tim e ................................................................................(
74. Fact questions are the most important type of questions.......................... (
75. The teacher should be the leader in all class activities...............................(
76. Classroom windows should be below the eye level of pupils when seated (
77. The principal, not the teacher, should punish..............................................(
78. A fourth grader is rarely less than ten years o ld . . . . : ............................... (
79. A teacher should spend more time in showing pupils how to study than 
what to study .............................................................. ‘.......................................(
80. Criticism of the pupil before the class is to be encouraged more than 
criticism in private conference........................................................................(
81. Courtesy between teacher and pupils helps good discipline.......................(
82. A teacher is sometimes justified in becoming angry a t her pupils............(
83. The air in a schoolroom should be d ry .......................................................... (
84. The principal use of the recitation period should be to question pupils 
on the assignment..............................................................................................(
85. An interest in children is a greater asset in a teacher than advanced 
knowledge of the subject m atte r................................................................... (
86. All children in a class should be given the same work. . .  . .. (
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87. The details of classroom routine should become so habitual as to be 
mechanical............................................. ...........................................................
88. Pupils study best if the temperature of the classroom is about 75 degrees
89. All pupils should be given the same drill at the same tim e....................
90. An unpleasant voice in a teacher is one cause of misconduct in the class­
room ...................................................................................................................
91. To outline a lesson is an effective study m ethod.......................................
92. A teacher should keep her amusement at class incidents to herself. . . .
93. Mistakes in pronunciation should sometimes be ignored ..................
94. Improvement in discipline should be the aim in organizing clubs.........
95. M inute analysis leads to  enjoyment of literature...............................
96. All pupils in a class should study the same spelling lesson.....................
97. Teaching pupils to think is worth more than imparting information.. .
98. All children in the same class should have the same responsibility. . . .
99. Desks, especially those for primary children, should be fastened to the 
floor....................................................................................................................
0 Q .  Knowledge of the rules of grammar helps very little in correct speech
Number right...............................
Number wrong............................
Number omitted..........................
Sum should be 100
Number right minus Number wrong................... (Score)
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PART III. LESSONS IN EDUCATION  {Score, Part I I I
D i r e c t i o n s . Read the following lesson very carefully. Then answer t b  
questions that follow it. You may refer to the lesson again if you need t o
_  T h e  M e d i a n
I t  is often advisable, after a class of pupils has taken a test, to 
describe the achievement of the class by a single measure. Such 
a measure, which represents a series or group of measures, is called 
an average or central tendency. One such central tendency is 
the median, which is the middle measure of a series of measures.
I t  is found by arranging the scores in the order of their size from 
the smallest to the largest and finding the middle one. For ex­
ample, in the series of seven measures shown here the middle 
measure or median is 31.
. 25, 28, 30, 31, 32, 37, 38
Be sure you understand the lesson before answering these questions. W rit1 
the answer to each question in the parentheses after it.
Find the median of this series of measures: 7, 9, 4, 16, 18, 15, 10, 13, 
and 8 .......................................................  (
Find the median of this series of measures: 14, 6, 17, 17, 17, 12, 19, 22, 
17, 12, and 28 ........................................................................................................ (
Find the median of this series of measures (notice th a t there is an even 
number of measures): 4, 6, 11, 6, 2, 5, 7, 9 ..............  (
Find the median of this series of measures (notice tha t there is an even 
number of measures): 22, 16, 35, 27, 36, 41, 38, 31, 14, 29.........................(
Number right X 2
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3 .  D i r e c t i o n s . Read the following lesson very carefully. Then answer the
questions that follow it. You may refer to the lesson again if you need to.
H a n d w r i t i n g  S t a n d a r d s
Some persons write very legibly but slowly. Others write 
rapidly, bu t their writing is difficult to read. A number write 
rapidly and also legibly. In evaluating the writing of children 
it is necessary to know the number of letters per minute, or the' 
rate, a t which they write as well as the quality of the writing. On 
the chart below are shown the standard scores for both rate and 
quality of writing for the different school grades. These quality 
scores are according to the Ayres Handwriting Scale. The num­
bers a t the left indicate the number of letters written per minute, * 
and the numbers a t the bottom indicate the quality of the writing. 
The heavy curved line running through the chart indicates the 
rate and quality of writing for each of the grades. The numbers 
on the line refer to the grades from the second to the eighth.
According to this chart a fourth-grade pupil, should write a t the 
rate of 56 letters per minute, and his writing should be of a quality 
equal to 46 on the Ayres Handwriting Scale.
Be sure you understand the lesson before answering these questions, 
the answer to each question in the parentheses after it.
Write
80
76
72
68
64
a)6 0
<52
48
44
40
36
32
28
5.
Q u ality
(From Ayres, L. P., M easuring Scale for Hand­
writing, published by the Russell Sage Foundation. 
Used by permission.)
rnte the letter A after it.
Pupil A is in the sixth grade.
Pupil B is in the fifth grade.
Pupil C is in the sixth grade.
What quality should the writing of a 
seventh-grade pupil be ?....................... (
What quality should the writing of a 
third-grade pupil b e ? ............................(
How many letters per minute should 
a fifth-grade pupil write ? .................... (
How many letters per minute should 
an eighth-grade pupil write ?............... (
9-14. Notice the following records. If 
any record is below the standard for 
the grade the pupil is in, write the 
letter B after it. If it is above the 
standard for the grade the pupil is in, 
If it is the same, write the letter S after it.
7.
8.
Her Quality Score is 55. 
Her Rate Score is 64. . .
Her Quality Score is 54. 
Her Rate Score is 63. . .
Her Quality Score is 73. 
Her Rate Score is 91. . .
5. To what grade does a Rate Score of 54 correspond ?. . .
6. To what grade does a Rate Score of 74 correspond ?. . .
7. To what grade does a Quality Score of 43 correspond?.
8. To what grade does a Quality Score of 57 correspond ?.
)5
) 6
)7
) 8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Number right................... (Score, Lesson 2)
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D i r e c t i o n s . Read the following lesson very carefully. Then answer the
questions that follow it. You may refer to the lesson again if you need to.
S c o r in g  T e s t  P a p e r s
A . Teachers often disagree in scoring answer papers to a test. 
To avoid this element of subjectivity, it is advisable to have 
a set of scoring rules that teachers should follow when scoring 
test papers. Read the following rules.
Rules for Scoring
1. Any answer tha t is not clear is to be marked wrong.
2. The answers in the scoring key are correct; also any answer 
which is the exact equivalent of an answer in the key. All other 
answers are wrong.
3. No fractional credit is to be given.
4. Such items as $, ft., %, etc., are not necessary unless given 
in the key.
5. The first eight questions count one point each. The last seven 
questions count two points each.
6. Disregard poor handwriting, misspelling, etc., unless they make 
the answer wrong.
Be sure you understand these rules before marking the pupil’s paper.
By the use of the above rules and the scoring key, mark the pupil’s paper given 
below. 'Write a X in the parentheses after each answer tha t is wrong. Find 
the pupil’s score and write it in the parentheses after the words “ Pupil’s 
Score.”
P u p i l ’s  
A n s w e b
14 . . .  . . . . (  )
$.12.. . . . (  )
12 f t   . . . ( )
$285.00.. .  . . . (  )
4000 lb  . . . ( )
$6............
28 bags...........................  . . . ( )
16 f..................................  . . . (  )
$ 5 8 i . . .  . . . (  )
15.875  . . . (  )
943672..................  . . . (  )
1120 mi. per h r . . . . . . . ( )
$3454..................  . . . (  )
16* doz.............  . . . ( )
P upiV s S c o r e . . .  . . .  ( )
S c o r in g  K e y
1. 14
2. 12j£
3. 13 ft.
4. $285
5. 2 tons
6. $6
7. 28
8. 16f
9. $58.50
10. 15*
11. 946372
12. 1120 mi.
13. $1454
14. 16.5 doz.
15. m %
[ 12 ]
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B. If  a test is made up of statements that a pupil is to mark either 
true or false, the pupil has as much chance of guessing the cor­
rect answer as of missing it. To counteract this influence of 
chance, the score for such a test is found by subtracting the 
number of wrong answers from the number of correct answers, 
disregarding the omitted ones.
The following are the answer papers of three pupils on such a “ true-false” 
test. The scoring key showing the correct answers is given at the left. 
Score these papers by crossing out each wrong answer. Then find the score 
for each pupil by subtracting the number wrong from the number right, 
disregarding the omitted answers. Put the pupils’ scores in the parentheses 
a t the right.
S c o r in g  K e y P u p i l  A P u p i l  B P u p i l  C
1. T 1. T 1. T 1. T
2. T 2. T 2. T 2. T
3. F 3. F 3. 3. T
4. F 4. 4. 4. F Final Scores
5. F 5. F 5. F 5. T 35. Pupil A (
6. T 6. T 6. F 6. F 36. Pupil B (
7. F 7. T 7. F 7. F 37. Pupil C (
8. T 8. F 8. T 8. F
9. T 9. T 9. F 9. F
10. F 10. T 10. T 10. T
[ 13 ]
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4 . D i r e c t i o n s . Read the following lesson very carefully. Then answer the
questions following it. You may refer to the lesson again if you need to.
T h e  A i m  o f  E d u c a t i o n
The guiding philosophy of our newer education has evolved 
about the idea that, as all institutional education is but the control 
and direction of the education that nature gives us, so all the prin­
ciples and practices of institutional education should be derived 
from a study of nature. In other words, the child as the center of 
educational interest should be allowed to develop naturally and 
the school should serve merely as an aid to nature. The child 
grows and^develops in accordance with natural tendencies when 
the conditions are favorable for its development and when the 
right stimuli are provided. I t  is the function of the school to 
provide these conditions and stimuli.
Be sure you understand the paragraph before answering the questions. The 
following are a group of quotations from educational writers, some of which favor 
this view and others of which disapprove of it. In the parentheses after each 
quotation write F if it favors the view stated above, or D if it disapproves of it.
38. “ Learning should come to a child as swimming to a fish or as flying
to a bird.” ............................................................................................................. ( ) ‘
39. “ The child is entitled to his scientific inheritance, his literary inher­
itance, his aesthetic inheritance, his institutional inheritance, and his 
religious inheritance. W ithout these he cannot become a truly edu­
cated or a truly cultivated man.” .................................................................... ( ) i
40. “ The internal development of our organs and faculties is the education 
of nature ; the use we are taught to make of the development is the 
education given by man.” ................................................................................( ) '
41. “ There is an education which we receive without our knowledge or will 
through the influence of the social environment in which we live.”  ( ) 4
42. “ Children should be educated, not with reference to their present condi­
tion, but rather to an improved state of the human race.” ........................( )<
43. “ Give me for a few years the direction of education and I  agree to make
the world what I will.” ....................................................................................... ( ) 4
44. “ Education consists in the handing down from one generation to another 
and spreading among its members the traditional, verified culture, the 
knowledge, the skill, the results of experience' and thought, which have
been amassed during the whole period of human existence.” ....................( ) 4
Number right.....................(Score, Lesson 4)
5. D i r e c t i o n s . Read this lesson very carefully. Then answer the questions 
that follow it. You may refer back to the lesson again if you need to.
T h e  L a w s  o f  L e a r n i n g
The learning of human beings, whether in school or out, follows 
certain laws. Some of these may be stated as follows:
1. The Law of Use: The more often an activity is performed, the 
more thoroughly is it learned.
r 1 4 1
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2. The Law of D isuse: The less often an activity is performed, the 
more easily is it forgotten.
3. ,The Law of Effect: The more satisfying an activity is, the more 
thoroughly will it be learned; the more dissatisfying an activity 
is, the more difficult will it be to learn it.
4. The Law of Partial Activity: When responding to a situation, 
we respond not to the situation as a single unit but to the parts 
tha t make up the situation.
5. The Law of Analogy: When learning a new situation, we re­
spond at first to those parts of the situation tha t are familiar.
6. The Law of Associative Shifting: We learn to respond to a new 
situation by adding tha t situation to one to which the desired 
response is already attached.
Be sure you understand the above laws before answering the questions. In 
the parentheses after each situation write the number of the law that it illus­
trates.
45. A man holds up a piece of meat before a dog and says “Stand up.”
After repeating this th irty  times, he says “ Stand up ” but does not exhibit
any meat. The dog stands up. Which law does this illustrate ?  ( )
46. The man then says “ Stand u p ” and snaps his fingers at the same time.
Each time he does this the dog stands up. The dog learns thus to stand 
up when his master snaps his fingers but does not say “ Stand up.” 
Which law does this illustrate ?  ( )
47. A little boy of three learns to do a somersault on the rug of the living 
room of the house. He refuses to perform the trick anywhere else, or 
even in the living room when the furniture is rearranged or when a dif­
ferent rug is put in. Which one of the above laws of learning failed to 
operate in this instance ?  ( )
48. You pick up a sheet of paper that has foreign writing on it. You recog­
nize it as a newspaper. Which law does this illustrate ? ...........................( )
49. A boy who likes to play baseball is made to practice piano for one hour 
each afternoon for a week while his team is practicing baseball. At the 
end of the week he has failed to learn his piano lesso,n. Which one of
the above laws was disregarded in this instance ?  ( )
50-51. There is a common saying tha t “ Practice makes perfect.” Which
one of the above laws means the same as this saying ? ,  ( )
Which one of the above laws is not taken into account by this saying ?( )
52. Father was “ showing off” Junior, aged five, before some visitors. He 
held up a pencil and asked Junior what it was. Junior said “ A pencil.”
But when he held up a ruler and asked what it was, Junior said “ Verti­
cal.” Which one of the above laws failed to operate in this instance? . ( )
53. Miss Jones exhibited on the blackboard in her room the three neatest 
and the three most untidy papers of her class in an arithmetic test. 
Which one of the above laws was she trying to apply ? .................................( )
54. When John first tried to add fractions, he added the numerators and 
then added the denominators. Which law does this illustrate ?................ ( )
Number right. .'............... (Score, Lesson 5)
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6 . D i r e c t i o n s . Read the following lesson very carefully. Then answer the
questions that follow it. You may refer to the lesson again if you need to.
I n s t i n c t s
All human activity is made up in part of the unlearned modes 
of reaction tha t are our heritage, and in part of the modifications 
of these which we call learned or acquired. -Some activities are 
more native or inherent, as being startled by a sudden noise. 
Others are more acquired or learned, as solving a geometrical 
problem.
Instincts, being inherent, are not purposive. The individual 
may be quite conscious of his action or may assign a purpose to it. 
But the very fact tha t it is an inherent response means, by defini­
tion, that it is not purposive at the moment it  is begun.
Be sure you understand the paragraphs before answering the following 
questions. Each of the following activities is given in two parts — the situa­
tion and the response it produces. In the parentheses after ‘ each of these 
activities write N if you think it is most likely to be native (instinctive), or
L if you think it is most likely to be learned (acquired). If you are uncer­
tain, do not write anything.
S it u a t io n  R e s p o n s e
55. sight of a gun fear............................................................... ( ) t
56. sight of a rhinoceros fear............................................................... ( ) t
57. sound of thunder starting with fear.......................................( ) t
58. food in the mouth salivary secretion.......................................( ) l
59. being hungry move about restlessly............................... ( ) t
60. having a family to support working to earn m oney.............................( ) (
61. meeting a female acquaintance lifting your h a t .........................................( ) (
62. being crowded anger or irritation . . . . . (  ) t
63. dark, quiet place lie down and sleep..................................... ( ) I
64. going to a formal affair wear formal dress...................................... ( ) e
65. 6 p .m. • go to supper ( ) f
66. immediately after each meal Mr. Jones smokes a cigar........................( ) f
In the parentheses after each of the following statements write the letter T
if it is true, or N if it is not true.
67. Instinctively he threw out his arms as he tripped........................................ ( ) f
68. He has practiced pitching till throwing an incurve is instinctive with
him .......................................................................................................................... ( ) (
69. Caruso’s musical talent was instinctive......................................• • • •,............( ) f
70. He comes from a family th a t is inherently feeble-minded............................ ( ) rt
71. He has inherited an instinct for skilled hunting ............................................( ) '
72. The interest he shows in medicine is instinctive, since his father and
both his grandfathers are doctors..................................................................... ( ) r>
Number right....................(Score, Lesson 6)
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if. D i r e c t i o n s . Read the following lesson very carefully. Then answer the
questions that follow it. You may refer to the lesson again if you need to.
Q u e s t i o n s
A good question should be thought-provoking and stimulate 
reflection. The difficulty with much of our everyday practice is 
that so many questions furnish exercises for mere verbal memory.
In estimating the quality of a good question, there are at least three 
things th a t we need to know: the amount of reflection it stimu­
lates ; how well it is adapted to the experience and the ability of 
the pupil; and to what extent it brings forth a complete well- 
rounded thought on the part of the pupil.
(Quoted from Frasier and Armentrout, Introduction to Education, pages 127-128. Copyright,
1924, by Scott, Foresman & Co. Used by permission of and arrangement with the 
publishers.)
Be sure you understand the paragraph before answering the following
questions. Place a check in the parentheses after each of the five questions
below that most clearly meet the requirements of a good question. These ques­
tions are meant for eighth-grade pupils.
13. Name ten of the Northern states and their cap ita ls ...................................( ) 78
f4. How did the Civil War affect manufacturing in the Southern states ?. . ( ) 74
15. Why will the United States probably manufacture more of the cotton
raised here this year than in past years ? ........................................................( ) 75-
f6. Name four agricultural products of the Southern sta tes . . . . . ( ) 76
17. Why did people elect Washington the first President ? . . . . . ( ) 77
f8. Name two important things mined in the South......................................... ( ) 78
f9. If you were a lumberman, would you rather work in a Southern or a
Northern forest ? Why ? .................................................................................. ( ) 79
50. In what part of North America is fur obtained ? ..........................................( ) 80
51. Why is the grass of the Kentucky Blue Grass region so nourishing for
stock ? ...................................  ( ) 81
52. Why do so few immigrants settle in the South ? . . . . ( ) 8£
53. Name five semitropical fruits raised in Florida. . . . ( ) 83
54. W hat great industry is carried on in Texas ?   . . . . ( ) 84
55. From what two sources do we obtain sugar ? ................................................( ) 85-
56. Why did America enter the World War ?. . . . ( ) 86
57. How did Germany lose the World War ? . . . . . ( )  87
[ 17 ]
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<8. D i r e c t i o n s . Read the following lesson very carefully. Then answer th<
questions that follow it. You may refer to the lesson again if you need to
T y p e s  o f  P r o j e c t s
According to Kilpatrick there are four types of purposive ac­
tivities or projects in teaching: type I, where the purpose is to 
embody some idea or plan in external form; type II, where the 
purpose is to enjoy some (aesthetic) experience; type III, where 
the purpose is to straighten out some intellectual difficulty, to 
solve some problem; type IV, where the purpose is to obtain some 
degree of skill or item of knowledge.
Be sure you understand the paragraph before answering the following questions 
In  the parentheses after each purpose listed below, place the number 1 if it ii 
type I ; the number 2 if it is type I I ; the number 3 if it is type I I I ; the numbe: 
4 if it is type IV.
88. Learning to write as well as quality 70 on the Ayres Handwriting Scale. . . (
89. Building a b o a t.................................................................................. (
90. To ascertain how New York outgrew Philadelphia. . . . . (
91. Learning the irregular verbs in French . . (
92. Hearing an orchestral selection on a phonograph . . . (
93. To 'find out whether or not dew falls. . . (
94. Presenting a p lay . . . (
95. Writing a le tte r   . (
96. An excursion to the art museum to study pictures. . . (
97. Listening to a story    .  (
98. Learning to play the piano  .  (
99. Trying to fix the horn on your automobile. . . .  . . . (
Number right................... (Score, Lesson i
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PART IV. READING COMPREHENSION  {Score, Part IV )
D i r e c t i o n s . Read the following paragraph. Then answer the questions 
th a t follow it. You may read the paragraph again if you need to. The an­
swers to the questions are found in the paragraph.
The impulse to secure social approval goes beyond the mere 
satisfaction of being in a group. The approving words, glances, 
smiles, or attitudes of other people are among the keenest sources 
of satisfaction. In numberless direct or subtle ways we seek ap­
proval : the child, by displaying his repertoire of tricks; the youth, 
his strength, daring, and skill; the adult, by means of personal 
appearance, clothes, relatives, social connections, wealth, achieve­
ment in business, politics, society, athletics, philanthropy, or by 
wit, generosity, aloofness, and in other ways too diverse to recount. 
Lacking superiority in skill or valor, social virtues, personal ap­
pearance, or intellectual accomplishment, one may resort to fine 
manners, fine talk, extravagance, boasting, or arrogance.
(Quoted from Gates, A. I., Elementary Psychology, page 242. Copyright, 1925, by The 
Macmillan Company. Used by permission of and arrangement with the publishers.)
In the parentheses a t the right put the number of the one of the following 
tha t you think is the best title for the paragraph :
1 Variety Is the Spice of Life
2 The Urge to Secure Social Approval
3 The Urge to' Avoid Social Disapproval
4 Why We Try to E x ce l...............................................................................( ) I
W hat undesirable traits are mentioned as compensations for lack of 
superio rity? ................................................ Ans.{ ) z
W hat do we desire more than the mere satisfaction of being with 
others ? .........................................................Ans. ( 1 &
According to the paragraph, for what does a man often use his wealth,
relatives, or social connections?...............Ans.{ ) 4
Number right X %
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2 . D i r e c t i o n s . Read the following paragraph. Then answer the question
that follow it. You may read the paragraph again if you need to. Th
answers to the questions are found in the paragraph.
Tests of school pupils and adults in language usage, spelling, 
arithmetic, verse or prose previously learned, or for facts in any 
field usually disclose an abundance of errors. In tests of ordinary 
arithmetical operations practiced during a year, school children 
make on the average nearly two errors in every ten problems a t­
tempted. College students tested a t the completion of a lecture 
in psychology for facts presented during the hour (by H. E. Jones) 
made, on the average, from 30 to 40 per cent incorrect statements. 
The recall of facts contained in a chapter read once carefully will 
be as erroneous. Such inadequacies of memory after a single 
repetition are to be expected, of course, but a difficulty lies in the 
fact tha t learners too frequently fail to realize which items are 
erroneous and proceed to practice them in further study or recall. 
Thus, like errors in speech and spelling, incorrect information 
becomes firmly established and difficult to dislodge. W hat one 
does thereafter is to practice errors.
(Gates, Elementary Psychology, page 357. By permission of The M acmillan Company.)
5. In the parentheses at the right put the number of the one of the following 
that is the best title for this paragraph :
1 The Frequency of Errors
2 Errors in School Subjects
3 The Inadequacy of Memory
4 The Importance of Errors  .......................................................................(
6. W hat per cent of arithmetic problems do school children answer cor­
rectly, on the average ? (
7. After reading a chapter once, what per cent of the facts are ordinarily 
learned incorrectly ? . .. (
8. Why does the student often practice errors ?
(
9. To what are errors in information compared ?
(
Number right X 2
[ 2 0  ]
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3 .  D i r e c t i o n s . Read the following paragraph. Then answer the questions
that follow it. You may read the paragraph again if you need to. The
answers to the questions are found in the paragraph.
Accurate measurement of the individuals composing a group is 
only the first step in the comparison of the group with other groups 
measured by the same scale. The mean, obtained by adding all 
the individual measurements together and dividing by their num­
ber, is a convenient single index, but is not fully representative of 
an entire group and is frequently misleading as to the character 
of the group as a whole. A distribution of the measurements of 
a group, showing how many individuals made each different score, 
is the most satisfactory basis for comparing one group with an­
other. Graphic representation of such distributions are effective 
in giving an easily comprehended picture of the gross difference 
between groups. For making exact statistical statements of ( 
differences, the calculation of various percentile points is desirable. 
The 50 percentile or median point is a particularly convenient 
point of reference in any distribution of scores.
(Quoted from Trabue, M. R ., Measuring Results in  Education, page 126. Copyright, 1924, 
by American Book Company. Used by permission of and arrangement with the publishers.)
10. What name is used in the paragraph for a picture
of statistical data ?..........................................’. . . ( )
11- 12. What other two ways of showing measure­
ments of a group are mentioned ?........................(
(
What term (used in the paragraph) means the
)
)
13.
same as the median ?............................................ ( )
14. What is the best method of comparing groups ? . ( )
Put an N in the parentheses after each of the following statements that is not 
true.
15. Measurements of individuals should be accurate... . . . (  )
16. The mean (line 3) means the average.......................... . . . (  )
17. The average gives a complete description of a group. . .......................... ( )
18. A distribution is the number of measurements............ ............................( )
19. The percentiles mean every tenth per cent..................... ............................ ( )
20. Graphic representation is good for showing differences. ..............................( )
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Number right
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4 . D i r e c t i o n s .  Read the following paragraph. Then answer the questions
that follow it. You may read the paragraph again if you need to. The
answers to the questions are to be found in the paragraph.
While one can observe children as they read aloud, the qualities 
which go to make up good oral reading are so subtle that this 
observation will not be very accurate. However, Dr. W. S. Gray 
has devised a test of oral reading ability. It consists of twelve 
short paragraphs ranging in difficulty from very easy material in 
the first paragraph for pupils of the lower grades to paragraphs 
difficult enough to tax the ability of high school students. This 
increased difficulty consists largely in the use of longer and more 
unusual words. The purpose of this test is to measure ability in 
the mechanics of oral reading. It is an individual test. As the 
pupil reads one after another of the paragraphs, the tester notes 
the time required to read each paragraph, and also records the 
errors in reading. Six types of errors are recorded. While the 
test does not measure some factors in oral reading, such as ex­
pression or. thought getting, the ones that are measured are 
definite.
In  the parentheses after each of the following statements write the letter T if
the statement is true, or the letter N if the statement is not true.
21. In this test there are several paragraphs of equal difficulty....................... ( )
22. Oral reading is a very complex ability............................................................ ( )
23. The tester must have a watch to give the oral reading test properly............ ( )
24. The test measures definitely some factors in oral reading...........................( )
25. The test is to be given to one pupil at a tim e............................................... ( )
26. The test is not difficult for eighth-grade pupils.............................................( )
27. The test allows for a measure of the comprehension of what the pupil is
reading   ( )
28. The examiner records the expression with which the pupil reads............. ( )
Number right
1 2 2  ]
{Score, Paragraph 4)
\
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5. D i r e c t i o n s . Read the following paragraph. Then answer the questions
that follow it. You may read the paragraph again if you need to. The
answers to the questions are found in the paragraph.
There is a grave danger lest those who are preparing to teach 
today grow up and pass out of our training institutions without 
gaining th a t sound grounding in the philosophy of education which 
has been the great strength of the older generation of professional 
educators. Contrary to the assumption underlying current prac­
tice, the growth of our specialized knowledge has made it more 
rather than less imperative tha t the student be given a systematic 
view of the larger role played by education. Such a view is obvi­
ously essential for the general student, and it is equally important 
for the research student. Even though the specialized investiga­
tor may scorn philosophy, every investigator reflects some funda­
mental philosophical b ias ; and without the correct sense of values 
which principles of education should furnish, valuable energy may 
easily be dissipated in fruitless and meaningless research.
29. What has been the strength of past educators ?.. ( s ) 29
30. W hat is the view referred’to in line 8 ?  ( ) 30
31. Why does the research student need this point
of view ?   ) 31
32. How does the importance of the view presented 
above for the general student compare with its
importance for the special student ? ....................... ( ) 32
33. In the parentheses at the right put the number of the correct answer to
the question : To whom is this passage directed ?
1 the older generation of educators 2 the modem research student 
3 the student in the teacher-training institution 4 the classroom 
teacher............................' . .....................................   ( ) 33
34. W hat should philosophy of education give ? ......... ( ) 34
\
Number right................... (Score, Paragraph 5)
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6. D i r e c t i o n s . Read the following paragraph. Then answer the questions
that follow it. You may read the paragraph again if you need to. The
answers to the questions are found in the paragraph.
In any discussion of class management it is necessary to dis­
tinguish clearly between organization and control as a means and 
as an end. Class management which assumes that its sole pur­
pose is found in economizing time and energy for teacher and pupils 
is important as the means without which effective work cannot be 
done in school. However, any school which plans to reproduce 
in its life the conditions commonly found in life outside of school 
must allow children to accept responsibility for their own acts, and 
will, therefore, look upon management as an end. Those who 
have thought of management as only a means have been apt to 
overemphasize routine; while those who have thought only of the 
opportunity afforded for growth in self-control have neglected to 
realize the importance of habit in situations which are invariable. 
The adherents of the one type of control want everything done at 
the tap of the bell, in accordance with the rules which have been 
made by the teacher. Their opponents would do away with 
“mechanized routine” and would expect children to exercise 
their judgment as each question arises. There are certain situa­
tions in class management which are always invariable and should 
be reduced to the plane of habit. However, there are other situa­
tions which afford an opportunity for the exercise of self-control, 
in which management is an end.
35-44. Place a check in the parentheses after each activity listed below that you 
believe could, in the hands of a skillful teacher, become an end rather than 
a means in the management of the school.
Fire drill  ( )
Entering the building at noon......................................................( )
Passing through halls..................................................................... ( )
Passing books.................................................................................. ( )
Getting wraps..................................................................................( )
Asking the teacher questions........................................................( )
Consulting with one’s neighbors.................................................. ( )
Leaving one’s seat for books or m aterials.................................. ( )
Rising and facing the majority of the class when reciting . . ( )
Passing pencils and paper  ( )
45. W hat danger is involved in school management ? ( )
46-47. W hat are two ways in which school manage­
ment may be regarded ? ........................................... (1. )
( 2. )
48. In what types of situations are habits essential ? ( )
49. W hat does management as a means “ demand” ? ( )
50. W hat does management as an end “ allow for” ? ( )
1
Number right
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7. D i r e c t i o n s .  Read the following paragraph. Then answer the questions
that follow it. You may read the paragraph again if you need to. The
answers to the questions are found in the paragraph.
Man has transcended nature by building up controls or acquired 
forms of behavior. These differ fundamentally from instinctive 
controls which determine, in part, man’s conduct and to a much 
larger extent that of the lower animals. The outcomes of learning 
and teaching — habits, skills, ideas, ideals, attitudes, and inter­
ests — may be classified with respect to the ways they affect 
behavior. Controls may be fixed or adaptive. While fixed and 
adaptive controls are interrelated, they need to be distinguished.
Fixed responses to specific, definite, unchanging, and recurrent 
situations and needs that children will meet in later life and for 
which the school can prepare them should be built by the school.
Since the conditions of civilized life are continually changing, the 
school must prepare each generation for the solution of problems 
th a t cannot now be. foreseen. The school must develop both 
specific and definite controls of conduct, and what is still more 
important, it must make him more adaptable to new and unpre­
dictable situations. That is, some outcomes are relatively fixed, 
while others are essentially adaptive in their character and in the 
influence they exert.
In the parentheses after each of the following statements write the letter T  
if the statement is true, or the letter N if it is not true.
51. Instinctive controls determine to a very large extent man’s reaction
to a given situation............................................................................................ ( ) 51
52. Rousseau’s doctrine that “ Nature is righ t” harmonizes fully with the
point of view held in this paragraph...............................................................( ) 52
53. Instinctive controls are fundamentally the same as the so-called acquired
forms of behavior............................................................................................... ( ) 53
54. Habits and skills are fixed outcomes, while ideals, concepts, and attitudes
are adaptive.........................................................................................................( ) 54
55. Schools should build up those fixed responses to definite and recurrent
situations th a t children are likely to meet in later life................................( ) 55
56. Ideas, concepts, and attitudes are conscious controls which guide conduct
only in those limited situations controlled in a mechanical way by h a b it. . ( ) 56
57. The school must prepare each generation for the solution of the unpre­
dictable problems of the f u tu r e .......................................................................( ) 57
58. More outcomes of school learning are fixed than adaptive....................... ( ) 58
59. W hat does “ transcended” (line 1) m ean? ( ) 59
50-62. Name three things which, according to the
paragraph, influence behavior..................................(1. ) 60
( 2 . )  81
(3. ) 62
53. W hat term is used as synonymous with “ con­
tro ls” ?..........................................................................( f ) 63
Number right.................. (Score, Paragraph 7)
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PART V. PROBLEMS IN EDUCATION ............ (Score, Part V)
1 .  D i r e c t i o n s . Read the following paragraph. Then follow the directions that 
are below it.
In this country the schools are supported by the people from the 
public taxes, so tha t every child may have an opportunity to de­
velop to the limit of his capacities. This privilege is not extended 
to only a limited few but is open to all children, and it is expected 
that all will take advantage of the offer. Since these things are 
true, the pupils have certain rights which the school and the 
teacher must respect. Some of these rights have been written 
down by a teacher and are here reproduced.
1. Every pupil has the right to an opportunity to do all th a t he 
is able to do.
2. Every pupil has the right to know at the beginning of the term 
just what is expected of him a t the end of the term.
3. Every pupil has the right tp the assurance tha t no one is going 
to hold him back or drag him down.
4. Every pupil has the right to stop at any stage of progress, and 
there review and practice until he is ready to proceed.
5. Every pupil has the right to training in the principle tha t haste 
makes waste and th a t accuracy and mastery are his proper 
ideals.
6. Every pupil has the right to develop responsibility th a t comes 
from habits of self-criticism.
7. Every pupil has the right to develop under conditions th a t 
make possible self-confidence and self-reliance. i
8. Every pupil has the right a t the outset to learn many ways in 
which the subject m atter is going to function for him.
9. Every pupil has the right to an opportunity to form a habit 
of helping others. _________
Decide which of the foregoing rights each of the following rules is meant to 
safeguard and put the number of tha t right in the parentheses after the rule.
1. I t  is faulty technique to assign m atter to be learned, and then inform 
pupils before the examination that parts of it may be om itted  • • ( )
2. Be absolutely just and impartial. Play no favorites ( )
3. Avoid a state of affairs in which the pupils contract the habit of sub­
mitting and being satisfied with slipshod work (
4. Use standardized tests to enable pupils to see just where they stand in 
comparison with the average American child................................................. ( )
5. Show the practical application of the subjects studied ( )
6. Do not be afraid to let a pupil disagree with you  ( )
7. Have ready in advance special assignments for superior pupils ( }
8. Permit pupils to study and work together............................ .................. (
9. Give pupils, in printed form if possible, a clear statement of the minimum 
essentials in each of their studies.....................................................................(
10. Let pupils grade their own exercises, subject to your revision................. (
11. If, after reading an English author, every idea possessed by the pupil 
concerning him is seen to come either from you or from the textbook, 
consider yourself a failure..................................................................................(
[ 26 ]
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12. Be a master of the art of drill. Do not permit pupils to endeavor to 
advance when practice on m atter already learned is necessary ( ) 12
13. Encourage the child. Be optimistic................................................................. ( ) 13
Number right.....................(Score, Problem 1)
%. D i r e c t i o n s .  Read the following paragraph. Then follow the directions 
that are below it.
Today in all of our schools we are trying in some way to provide 
for individual differences on the part of the pupils. In some of our 
small schools it is impossible to provide special classes for the 
brighter and for the slower pupils. However, any progressive 
teacher who is not afraid of work and who has initiative can make 
provision for the brighter and the duller pupils within her own 
group. ________
The following suggestions apply either to bright pupils or to slow pupils. 
In the parentheses after each of the following suggestions write S if it is better
for slow pupils, or B if it is better for bright pupils.
14. Give individual attention after school.....................  . . . . ( ) 14
15. Let them help o thers......................  . . . . ( ) 15
16. Give them more and special work. . .   ( '  ) 16
17. Give them harder w ork.................................................................................... ( ) 17
18. Give encouragement for every trial and success..........................................( ) 18
19. Give individual help in study periods............................................................( ) 19
20. Call on them more frequently.......................................................  ( ) 20
21. Give suggestions a t time of work.............  . . . ( ) 21
22. Give opportunity for individual progress. . . . . ( ) 22
23. Give extra work for double promotion. . .  . . ( ) 23
24. Give extra reading but with a purpose. . . . ( ) 24
25. Encourage library w ork........... : . . . . . . ( ) 25
26. Let them sit at the front of the room . . . . ( ) 261
27. Take care not to check initiative  . . . . ( ) 27
28. Investigate irregular attendance personally. . .  . . . ( ) 28
29. Try to find something th a t they can do well. . . . ( ) 29
30. Give them easy reading for home w ork........................................................ ( ) 30
31. Have books ready to put into their hands for further information on 
questions being studied..................................................................................... ( ) 31
32. See tha t they know how to use a public library   . . ( ) 32
33. Let them lead in something  . . ( ) 33
34. Help them recognize and appreciate good leaders  . . ( ) 34
35. Teach them the responsibility of leadership...........................  . . . ( ) 35
Number right minus Number wrong (Score, Problem 2)
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3. D i r e c t i o n s . Read the following paragraph. Then follow the directions 
that are below it.
Every occupation tha t ranks itself as a profession very soon 
works out for itself a system of moral principles called a code of 
ethics, by which it is governed. In the case of the teaching pro­
fession, thjs system would naturally differ somewhat from that of 
any other profession, yet there is certain overlapping. The code 
of ethics for the teacher would include principles governing the 
relationships of the teacher to her superiors, her fellow workers, 
her pupils and her community.
If you were asked to make a code of ethics for the teaching profession, which 
of the following as they are stated would you include? Write an X  in the
parentheses after each one that you would include.
36. The teacher should not advertise  . . ( '
37. She should be fair and impartial toward all her pupils. . . .  . . . ( ^
38. She should conform to the standards of her community............................ (
39. She may accept pay for tutoring pupils who are in her classes................. ( '
40. She should lay complaints before the official next in rank and appeal to 
higher authority only when satisfaction has been denied.......................... ( ^
41. She should assist any other teacher who is under attack, regardless of the 
justice of the a ttack .......................................................................................... ( ]
42. She may act as an agent for, or receive commissions on, books or supplies 
which she officially helps to select.................................................................. (
43. She should accept a good paying position even under conditions incom­
patible with personal liberty or self-respect................................................. ( '
44. She should protect the rights of her pupils. . .   (
45. She should be loyal to her superior officers....................................................(
46. She may at any time break a contract if it will allow her to accept a posi­
tion tha t will be a promotion.......................................................................... (
47. She should cooperate with parents and welcome their frank and construc­
tive criticisms..................................................................................................... (
48. She should demand adequate compensation for her services when accept­
ing a position......................................................................................................(
49. She should not^ use the profession merely as a stepping-stone to some 
other vocation.................................................................................................... (
50. She should use whatever connections possible — political, commercial, 
fraternal, or family — to help secure a position.......................................... (
51. She should maintain a high standard of morality, courage, and justice 
for herself................................................. ...........................................................(
52. She should participate in community affairs................................................ (
53. She should expect and welcome interference in professional matters by 
laymen.................................................................... ............................................ (
54. She should never break a contract without due notice and for good cause . (
55. She should not discuss the deficiencies of any pupil with other pupils or 
with the patrons of the school.........................................................................(
Number right minus Number wrong -f- 2  (Score, Problem b
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Prognosis: Teaching Ability
D i r e c t i o n s . Read the following paragraph. Then follow the directions 
tha t are below it.
In oral reading a teacher can tell what the pupil is doing because 
she hears him read. But this is not possible when a pupil is read­
ing silently. The following suggestions are different ways in which 
a teacher can determine how well her pqpils understand what they 
are reading, when they read to themselves.
Pick out the suggestion that you think is the best one and write the number I 
in the parentheses after it. Write 2 in the parentheses after the one you think 
is the next best, and so on.
6. The teacher should give a standardized test of comprehension in reading . ( ) 5&
7. She can tell pupils to close their books after they have read the story 
silently, and ask them to write out as much of the story as they remember ( ) 57
8. She can ask them to reproduce the story orally after they have read i t . ( ) 58
9. She can ask them to answer in writing a series of questions on the story . . . ( ) 59>
0. She can ask them to answer orally a series of questions on the sto ry . . . ( ) 60
. . . .  (Score, Problem 4)
D i r e c t i o n s . Read the following paragraph., Then follow the directions 
tha t are below it.
A sixth-grade teacher suspects th a t the new class she has just 
received is deficient in the fundamentals of arithmetic. The fol­
lowing suggestions are different ways in which she can solve this 
difficulty.
Pick out the suggestion that you think is the best one and write the number 1 
in the parentheses after it. Write the number 2 in the parentheses after the 
second best, and so on.
1. She should proceed to teach new work of fractions and decimals and 
return to the drill on fundamentals if she finds it necessary....................
2. She should give a test on fractions and decimals and look carefully for 
deficiencies in fundam entals............................................. ..............................
5. She should give a diagnostic test in arithmetic fundamentals and base 
the remedial drill work on the results of this te s t .......................................
1. She should give an achievement test in arithmetic fundamentals and 
base the remedial drill work on the results of this te s t ...............................
5. She should give a problem-solving test and determine her procedure after 
examining the results........................................................................................
)  61  
) 6£ 
) 68 
)  64r 
) 68
[ 29 ]
. (Score, Problem 5)
Prognosis: Teaching Abili'
6. D i r e c t i o n s . Read the following paragraph. Then follow the direction 
that are below it.
A fifth-grade teacher has just given a diagnostic language test, 
and has found that the class as a whole is deficient, but she wants 
to know what sort of errors to stress in her remedial drill. The 
following suggestions are different things that she might do.
Write the number 1 in the parentheses after the suggestion that you think i 
best, 2 in the parentheses after the one you think is next best, and so on.
66. She should give another diagnostic test.................................................... (
67. She should continue teaching the regular English lessons and watch for 
language errors........................................................................................... (
68. She should analyze the test papers to find out what errors were made and 
how often each one was made....................................................................(
69. She should give a short test on language errors each day for several weeks (
70. She should drill on all the language errors she knows about to make sure 
she has covered the errors the pupils make...............................................(
[ 30 1
. (Score, Problem
V I I I .
